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Abstract
Aims: Elevated dynamic plantar pressures are a consistent finding in diabetes patients with peripheral neuropathy with
implications for plantar foot ulceration. This meta-analysis aimed to compare the plantar pressures of diabetes patients that
had peripheral neuropathy and those with neuropathy with active or previous foot ulcers.
Methods: Published articles were identified from Medline via OVID, CINAHL, SCOPUS, INFORMIT, Cochrane Central EMBASE
via OVID and Web of Science via ISI Web of Knowledge bibliographic databases. Observational studies reporting barefoot
dynamic plantar pressure in adults with diabetic peripheral neuropathy, where at least one group had a history of plantar
foot ulcers were included. Interventional studies, shod plantar pressure studies and studies not published in English were
excluded. Overall mean peak plantar pressure (MPP) and pressure time integral (PTI) were primary outcomes. The six
secondary outcomes were MPP and PTI at the rear foot, mid foot and fore foot. The protocol of the meta-analysis was
published with PROPSERO, (registration number CRD42013004310).
Results: Eight observational studies were included. Overall MPP and PTI were greater in diabetic peripheral neuropathy
patients with foot ulceration compared to those without ulceration (standardised mean difference 0.551, 95% CI 0.290–
0.811, p,0.001; and 0.762, 95% CI 0.303–1.221, p = 0.001, respectively). Sub-group analyses demonstrated no significant
difference in MPP for those with neuropathy with active ulceration compared to those without ulcers. A significant
difference in MPP was found for those with neuropathy with a past history of ulceration compared to those without ulcers;
(0.467, 95% CI 0.181– 0.753, p = 0.001). Statistical heterogeneity between studies was moderate.
Conclusions: Plantar pressures appear to be significantly higher in patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy with a
history of foot ulceration compared to those with diabetic neuropathy without a history of ulceration. More homogenous
data is needed to confirm these findings.
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prevalence of diabetes foot ulceration (DFU) in the United States
ranges between 4 and 12%, the annual incidence ranges between
1 and 4.1% and the lifetime incidence can be as high as 25% [3].
DFU is caused by the interplay of several factors, but most notably

Introduction
One of the most detrimental complications of both Type 1 and
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM) is foot ulceration [1,2]. The
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searches (using the same search string) independently on two
separate occasions in November 2012 to identify all relevant
studies published until 18th November 2012. Furthermore, a
repeated search was conducted in February 2014 to identify recent
studies of interest for inclusion. No new articles of relevance were
found after the latter search.
It has been identified that a single candidate tool for the quality
assessment of observational studies does not exist [27]. Assessment
of risk of bias was conducted using a quality assessment tool
adapted from validated instruments (Pedro and CASP) with the
addition of content specific questions concerning plantar pressure
and foot ulceration [28–30]. Risk of bias was assessed by two
blinded authors (PL and EP) who were given study manuscripts
after the removal of author, institutional, title and re-identifiable
information. The quality scores were then checked by one author
(MF) for consistency. Where major differences in quality scores
existed, these were discussed amongst a second group of authors
(MF, MC and PB) and the original blinded quality assessors were
asked to independently review any major differences in ratings.
The quality assessment tool was trialled by the two assessors prior
to use in the meta-analysis. An abbreviated version of the quality
assessment tool used is shown in Table S1 in File S1. As an
adapted quality assessment tool was used a total score of 50 was
possible for the 25 questions. Quality scores of $45, 30–45, 20–30
and #20 were defined as excellent, good, fair and poor
respectively.

diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN), peripheral arterial disease
(PAD) and changes in foot structure, resulting in foot deformity
and increased weight bearing pressure [4–6].
DFU proceeds up to 85% of all amputations in DM patients
and the estimated likelihood of lower limb amputation is 10 to 30
times higher amongst patients with DM, compared to non-DM
counterparts [3,8]. Substantial healthcare costs are associated with
foot ulcer treatment and prevention in both developed and
developing countries and this is a global concern [7,9]. Foot
ulceration together with underlying disease processes such as
cardiovascular disease impacts on health related quality of life and
ambulatory status in people with DM, promoting decline in
general health, mental health, physical and social functioning
[7,10,11]. Therefore, greater understanding of the factors precipitating DFU is urgently needed.
Raised dynamic plantar pressures are a frequent finding in DM
patients with neuropathy [12–14]. Two measures of vertical
plantar pressure are most commonly assessed. Mean peak plantar
pressure (MPP) represents the maximum amount of pressure
during stance and the mean pressure time integral (PTI) represents
the amount of time over which maximum pressure is applied [15].
A recent meta-analysis of observational studies by our team
demonstrated significantly higher PTI and MPP in DPN patients
when compared to healthy and DM controls that did not have
neuropathy [16].
There has been extensive interest regarding the role of plantar
pressures and pressure offloading in foot ulceration and the ability
to determine a plantar pressure cut-off which predicts ulceration
[17–26]. Several observational studies have investigated the
feasibility of using plantar pressure in identifying those at risk of
ulceration, but the reported sensitivities and specificities are below
those which are typically accepted for a diagnostic test [23,24,25].
Nevertheless, if patients with warning signs of impending foot
ulceration could be identified using plantar pressures, alongside
other confirmed risk factors; it is possible that clinical management
could be improved to avoid foot ulcer development.
Prior to assessing plantar pressure as a screening tool for
ulceration, it would appear necessary to determine whether
plantar pressures are actually significantly higher in patients with
DPN with previous and/or present diabetes foot ulceration
(PPDFU) compared to patients with DPN without a history of
DFU. The relatively low specificity and sensitivity values obtained
in the aforementioned studies raises the question as to whether
there is an increase in plantar pressure prior to the onset of
ulceration and following ulceration in those with DPN. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge a meta-analysis to examine these
questions has not been previously published.
The primary aim of this meta-analysis was to compare plantar
pressures in patients with PPDFU (cases) and individuals with
DPN without a history of ulceration (controls). The secondary
aims were to assess the quality of studies investigating plantar
pressure and to investigate plantar pressure in patients with active
and past ulcers.

Study selection
Studies were included in the meta-analysis if they met all the
below inclusion criteria:

N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

Methods
Search strategy and quality assessment
A comprehensive search strategy was utilised, involving MeSH
and Emtree terms and relevant keywords for search strings (see
Figure S1). The databases searched were Medline via OVID (1946
to present), CINAHL (1994–2012), SCOPUS (all years to present),
INFORMIT, Cochrane Central (latest), EMBASE via OVID
(1980 to present) and Web of Science via ISI Web of Knowledge
(1965 to present). One author (MF) and a librarian carried out the
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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An observational study;
Subjects included were adults aged 18 years and over;
The study was reported in or available in the English language;
The study used a validated method of diagnosing DPN,
including one or more of the following methods; A screening
questionnaire to assess DPN; 10 g monofilament perception
testing; vibration perception threshold; and nerve conduction
studies;
Plantar pressures were reported in two groups of subjects with
documented DPN in which at least one group had a previous
or active plantar neuropathic foot ulcer;
Barefoot dynamic plantar pressure during walking was
reported without the influence of an offloading intervention
or footwear.
Plantar pressure values were reported as either MPP and/or
PTI in any acceptable pressure unit (KPa, N/kg2 or similar);
Overall, fore foot, mid foot and/or rear foot MPP or PTI were
reported; Studies were excluded if meeting any of the below
criteria:
The study was an interventional study. The authors considered
interventional studies utilising offloading options (such as foot
wear, insoles and orthoses) and or/treatment options (such as
podiatry treatment, debridement of callus) as well as the
assessment of plantar pressure could potentially alter the
natural gait cycle and plantar pressures, and thus were
excluded;
The study did not document DPN status or where all the
participants in a single group did not have documented DPN;
Data could not be extracted for the two groups of interest or
computed, or where authors were unable to provide data for
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the two groups of interest from a larger dataset when
requested;
Only in shoe plantar pressure were reported, as these were
considered interventional assessments and the combination of
shod and barefoot findings can drastically increase the
variability of plantar pressure results [26];
Full text manuscripts could not be acquired.

Weighted means (according to the sample size of the studies)
were calculated for the reported demographic variables. A
Cohen’s d score of zero was interpreted as no difference in effect;
a result of 0 to 0.2 was interpreted as a small effect, 0.2–0.8 as a
moderate effect and $0.8 as a large effect [37]. All statistical
analyses were carried out by an experienced statistician (PB) using
the software package Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (www.MetaAnalysis.com, USA).
In order to obtain any missing data or to clarify any
discrepancies in data, several attempts were made to contact the
corresponding authors by email, using open-ended questions.
Where multiple studies were published from the same data set, the
study with the most information reported in relation to the
outcome measures of interest was used. Where more than one
publication reported data from a single study, the publication with
the largest data set was used. The primary unit of analysis for the
meta-analysis was the patient. Where the unit of analysis were feet
instead of patients, caution was taken in the interpretation of the
results and authors were contacted for clarification. Rich et al.
reported findings as number of feet instead of number of patients
and the authors were unable to provide information specific to the
patients [38].
The Q and I2 statistics were used to assess statistical
heterogeneity between studies. I2 values of 25%, 50% and 75%
were acknowledged as low, moderate and high heterogeneity
respectively. In addition to this, the classic fail safe (N) was also
computed; as this gives an estimation of studies needed to be
published with a null effect to renounce the findings from the
meta-analysis [39]. Sub-group analyses and sensitivity analyses
were performed to examine the effect of including and excluding
several studies. Sensitivity and sub-group analyses comprised of:
Analyses including only active foot ulcer patients from the PPDFU
group; analyses including only previous foot ulcer patients from
the PPDFU group; analyses excluding the two studies for which
SD was estimated [33,34]; analyses excluding Rich et al. due to the
difference in unit of analysis [38]; analyses with exclusion of Stess
et al. due to the high level of statistical heterogeneity and the
inclusion of amputees in the study [35]; and separate analyses with
the exclusion of all three studies listed above.

The two primary outcomes of this study were overall MPP and
overall mean PTI. The six secondary outcomes were MPP at the
rear foot, MPP at the mid foot, MPP at the fore foot, PTI at the
rear foot, PTI at the mid foot and PTI at the fore foot.
Potential studies identified for inclusion were reviewed independently by 3 authors (MF, RC and MC) using the above
inclusion criteria. Where there was disagreement in the inclusion
of studies, group discussions were held to resolve any differences in
opinion. All reference lists of studies meeting the inclusion criteria
were browsed for any additional studies for inclusion. Authors of
the included studies were likewise contacted via email for
identification of other potential studies for inclusion. No further
studies of relevance were found.

Data extraction and synthesis
Data extraction was completed by the primary author, using
specifically developed data extraction forms. The forms were then
checked by two authors (EP and PL) for any omissions. Descriptive
data, such as age, gender, body mass index (BMI), and disease
specific data, such as DM duration, type of DM, HbA1c, degree of
neuropathy, presence of PAD, and presence of foot deformity were
extracted from each study for comparison. Numerical data (mean
and standard deviation [SD]) for each plantar pressure variable
(MPP and/or PTI) were also extracted and included in the
analysis. Where anatomical locations were unspecified, or when
overall MPP was the only variable reported, authors were
contacted for plantar pressure data specific to different plantar
locations.
The MOOSE reporting guidelines for meta-analysis of observational studies was used in the synthesis of this manuscript [31].
The protocol of the meta-analysis was registered and published
with PROSPERO database of systematic reviews and metaanalyses prior to completing data extraction (registration number
CRD42013004310). Meta-analysis was attempted where more
than three studies reported a given outcome measure. Random
effects models were used to analyse the studies based on the
prospect there would be between study heterogeneity present.

Results
Search Results
The systematic search strategy resulted in the identification of
2730 citations. Figure 1 demonstrates a flow diagram representing
the inclusion and exclusion of studies. The search strategy
identified six studies for inclusion in the meta-analysis. A further
two studies were identified and included after browsing through
the reference lists of the included articles, resulting in a total of
eight observational studies [23,33–36,38,40–41].

Statistical methods
Standardised mean differences were used in the computation of
meta-analyses of plantar pressure differences utilising Cohen’s d
[32]. Results were reported as standardised mean differences with
95% confidence intervals (95%-CI) and p-values. Where SD was
not reported, standard error (SE), inter-quartile range (IQR) or
equivalent was converted to SD values. Since both Boulton et al.
and Cavanagh and colleagues [33,34] did not report SD for the
distribution of plantar pressure and were unable to provide
information about SD when contacted, these were estimated using
linear regression of SD on mean values for MPP. However as the
highest reported aggregate plantar pressure was 83.1 N/cm2, these
estimations are approximations only and sensitivity analyses were
conducted excluding these studies. As Stess et al. reported SE [35],
SD was calculated using the formula SE = SD/!n. Similarly, as
Sauseng et al. reported IQR [36], SD was estimated using the
IQR value and PASS statistical software (NCSS LLC; Kaysville
Utah).
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Description of studies
A comprehensive list of study characteristics can be found in
Table 1. In total there were 647 DM participants from all eight
studies. This included 238 PPDFU patients. The mean sample size
of the PPDFU groups was 29.7 and ranged from 9 to 70 patients.
The age range of the PPDFU patients was 52.3 to 62.4 years with
a weighted mean age of 56.8 years. The majority of patients
(77.3%) were men. The BMI of this group ranged from 27 Kg/m2
to 30.9 Kg/m2 (weighted mean 30.2 Kg/m2). The weighted mean
duration of DM was 16.4 years with a range of 14.3 to 22.7 years.
Sixty six percent of patients had active foot ulcers at the time of
data collection and the remaining 34% were patients with a
history of foot ulcers. The time period for which ulceration
3
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The group of DPN patients without a history of foot ulcers
consisted of 409 subjects. The mean sample size was 51.1 with a
range of 9 to 149 patients. Overall the weighted mean age of this
group was 54.7 years with a range of 49.9 to 66 years. The
minority of subjects (49.7%) were men and the BMI range was
26.1 to 32.3 Kg/m2 (weighted mean 31.0 Kg/m2). The weighted
mean DM duration was 12.0 years with a range of 9.2 to 22.1
years. The mean MPT value reported in one study was 1.98 [34].
The weighted mean VPT value was 32.4 V with a range of 28 to
44 V. The mean HbA1c, reported by one study was 8.0%, or
64 mmol/mol [36]. The mean ABPI of this group was 1.04 with a
range of 0.99 to 1.30.
The method of diagnosing DPN varied in different studies. One
study used monofilament testing alone at six plantar locations to
identify DPN [35]. One study used neuropathic symptoms and an
absent ankle reflex for the diagnoses of DPN [33], however, this
was an acceptable means of diagnosing DPN at the time of the
study. A few studies utilised neuropathy questionnaire(s) for the
assessments of DPN, in addition to the VPT [38,40,41]. Only one
study commented on the presence/absence of plantar callus on the
feet of participants. Brash et al. identified the locations of plantar
callus and found no significant difference in callus between the two
groups studied [41].

Risk of bias in included studies
The overall agreement between the two quality assessors was
good; with the range of variation of scores between zero to three
points (Table S1 in File S1). In general, all studies used an
appropriate study design, accounted for potential confounders and
reported data for at least 85% of the participants for a primary
outcome measure. However, four studies failed to discuss the main
sources of bias within the study [33,35,38,41] and two studies did
not identify the presence of PAD or exclude those with PAD
[34,40]. There was not an overall noteworthy difference in the
methodological quality of studies. The highest score for the
method and participant specific questions were given to two
studies which addressed issues such as number of steps used in
measurements, number of walking trials and the measurement of
factors which potentially affected plantar pressure, such as foot
structure [38,40].

Primary outcome measures
Overall MPP. Overall MPP was reported by all eight studies.
Table S2 in File S1 illustrates the reported plantar pressures
according to plantar anatomical locations as well as the overall
plantar pressures from each study. Meta-analysis combining data
from eight studies (PPDFU n = 238; DPN with no foot ulcer
history n = 409) suggested that patients with PPDFU had greater
overall MPP with moderate effect levels (standardised mean
difference 0.551, 95% CI 0.290–0.811; p#0.001). The heterogeneity between studies was moderate I2 = 46.2 (Figure 2).
Overall PTI. Three studies reported PTI values (Table S2 in
File S1). Meta-analysis combining data from all three studies
(PPDFU n = 79; DPN with no foot ulcer history n = 54) suggested
that patients with PPDFU had greater overall PTI with moderate
effect levels (standardised mean difference 0.762, 95% CI 0.303–
1.221; p = 0.001). The heterogeneity between studies was moderate I2 = 28.4 (Figure 3). As only three studies were found, subgroup and sensitivity-analyses were not attempted.

Figure 1. Search Results. Search results indicating total number of
identified records (2730) and the number of articles remaining after
duplicate removal (894) and the number of records excluded (827) and
the number of full text articles assessed for eligibility according to the
inclusion and exclusion criteria listed. This resulted in eight observational studies which were included in the meta-analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099050.g001

occurred varied between studies and most studies failed to report
the time period which had elapsed since the last occurrence of
ulceration in those with a history of ulcers. The monofilament
perception threshold (MPT) was only reported by one study and
was 2.89 [34]. The mean vibration perception threshold (VPT) in
the PPDFU group was 37.6 V with a range of 33.5 to 40 V. Mean
HbA1c was only reported by one study and was 8.8% or
73 mmol/mol [36]. Ankle brachial pressure index (ABPI) was
reported by three studies and the weighted mean ABPI was 1.06
with a range of 0.96 to 1.44 [23,33,35].
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Sensitivity and sub-group analyses
Meta-analysis combining data from three studies which
reported plantar pressure in active ulcer patients (PPDFU [present
ulcer only] n = 43; DPN with no foot ulcer history n = 74)
4
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Legend: Mean and (standard deviation SD) for PPDFU- Past present plantar diabetic foot ulcer (case), DPN- Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (control) groups. Weighted means (weighted by sample size) and ranges provided in final
row.
MPT is the monofilament perception threshold and VPT is the vibration perception threshold (both used in the diagnosis of DPN), ABPI represents ankle brachial pressure index values. DM Type is diabetes mellitus type (type 1 = T1
and type 2 = T2).
a
These variables were not described with SD but reported ranges, the difference between the maximum and mean (maximum minus the mean) are reported instead of SD.
b
This study reported findings as number of feet instead of patients.
c
26% of PPDFU group had digital or metatarsal amputations. BMI (SD) was calculated from data provided in non-metric format.
d
This study used an active ulcer group (33%) for PPDFU but utilised the non-ulcerated foot for measurement of plantar pressure.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099050.t001
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Table 1. Characteristics of participants in included studies.
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Figure 2. Forest Plot. Forest Plot displaying the Overall Peak Plantar Pressure (MPP) between the PPDFU group (cases) and the DPN group
(control). Overall effect is represented by the coloured diagonal. Eight studies are included in total.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099050.g002

suggested a non-significant difference for plantar pressure in
patients with active foot ulcers compared to DPN participants
without foot ulcers (Table 2). Furthermore, an analysis of three
studies using patients with a history of foot ulcers [previous
ulceration only] suggested that overall MPP was significantly
higher in those with a history of ulcers (n = 76) versus DPN without
a history of ulcers (n = 172), (standardised mean difference 0.467,
95% CI 0.181–0.753; p = 0.001) with low heterogeneity I2 = 3.6.
A sensitivity analysis was performed for overall MPP excluding
studies by Cavanagh et al. and Boulton et al. [33,34] as their SD
was estimated using linear regression (Table S2 in File S1). This
resulted in a small increase in effect size (standardised mean
difference 0.635, 95% CI 0.387–0.884; p#0.001), and reduction
in heterogeneity I2 = 31.4. Removal of the study by Rich et al. [38]
(Table 2) due to unit of analysis difference resulted in a small
increase in effect size but an increase in heterogeneity to
I2 = 50.76. Exclusion of the study by Stess et al. [35] (due to the
inclusion of foot amputees in the PPDFU group) created a minute
reduction in effect size and an increase in heterogeneity levels
(I2 = 53.9) (Table 2). The exclusion of two major studies potentially
causing heterogeneity (Stess et al. and Rich et al. [35,38]) resulted
in a small reduction in effect size and a substantial increase in
heterogeneity I2 = 58.9 (Table 2).

foot (Table S2 in File S1). Meta-analysis combining data from all
six studies (PPDFU n = 211; DPN with no foot ulcer history
n = 339) suggested that patients with PPDFU had greater fore foot
MPP with moderate effect levels (standardised mean difference
0.635, 95% CI 0.387–0.884; p,0.001) (see Figure 4). The
heterogeneity between studies was moderate I2 = 31.4. When
excluding the study by Rich et al. due to differences in unit of
analysis, the heterogeneity dropped to I2 = 26.7, with a slight
increase in the overall effect (Table 2). The exclusion of the study
by Stess et al. resulted in a small reduction in effect size and an
increase in heterogeneity I2 = 44.9. The exclusion of the studies by
both Rich et al. and Stess et al. resulted in an increase in effect size
but also an increase in heterogeneity levels I2 = 42.5 (see Table 2).
PTI at various plantar foot regions. Meta-analysis was
only possible for fore foot PTI, as there were insufficient studies for
comparison of rear foot and mid foot PTI. Meta-analysis
combining data from three studies (PPDFU n = 79; DPN with
no foot ulcer history n = 54) revealed higher fore foot PTI in
PPDFU patients (standardised mean difference 0.719, 95% CI
0.197–1.242; p = 0.007). The heterogeneity between studies was
high I2 = 44.4 (see Table 2).

Secondary outcome measures

We examined the effect of a number of potential confounding
factors including BMI, age and duration of DM on plantar
pressure at the aggregate level. Scatterplots of these variables were
constructed (Figure S2a, S2b, S2c).These analyses suggested that
higher BMI was associated with higher MPP in both groups,

Potential factors affecting plantar pressure
measurements in studies

As only two studies
reported on MPP at the rear foot, meta-analysis was not possible
[38,40]. This was also true with assessment made at the mid foot
[40,42]. However, six studies reported MPP measures at the fore
MPP at various plantar foot regions.

Figure 3. Forest Plot. Forest Plot displaying the Overall Pressure Time Integral (PTI) between the PPDFU group(cases) and the DPN group(control).
Overall effect is represented by the coloured diagonal. Three studies are included in total.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099050.g003
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Table 2. Meta analyses results.

Number of
studies

Effect size
(95%-CI)

p-value

Heterogeneity assessment

Classic fail
safe N

PPDFU (n = 238) versus
DPN (n = 409)

8d

0.551 (0.290, 0.811)

p,0.001

Q = 13.0; p = 0.072; I2 = 46.2

63

PPDFU (n = 211) versus
DPN (n = 339)

6d2

0.635 (0.387, 0.884)

p,0.001

Q = 7.3; p = 0.200; I2 = 31.4

49

PPDFU (n = 185) versus
DPN (n = 282)

7a

0.553 (0.229, 0.876)

p = 0.001

Q = 12.2; p = 0.058; I2 = 50.76

41

PPDFU (n = 43) versus
DPN (n = 74)

3c

0.394 (-0.237, 1.026)

p = 0.221

Q = 4.8; p = 0.091; I2 = 58.3

/

PPDFU (n = 189) versus
DPN (n = 395)

7e

0.534 (0.235, 0.832)

p,0.001

Q = 13.0; p = 0.043; I2 = 53.9

48

PPDFU (n = 136) versus
DPN (n = 268);

6f1

0.528 (0.143, 0.914)

p = 0.007

Q = 12.1; p = 0.033; I2 = 58.9

29

PPDFU (n = 76) versus
DPN (n = 172)

3g

0.467 (0.181, 0.753)

p = 0.001

Q = 2.1; P = 0.354; I2 = 3.6

4

Overall Peak Plantar
Pressure PTI [Ns/cm2]

PPDFU (n = 79) versus
DPN (n = 54)

3b

0.762 (0.303, 1.221)

p = 0.001

Q = 2.8; p = 0.248; I2 = 28.4

9

Forefoot MPP [N/cm2]

PPDFU (n = 211) versus
DPN (n = 339)

6

0.635 (0.387, 0.884)

p,0.001

Q = 7.3; p = 0.200; I2 = 31.4

49

PPDFU (n = 158) versus
DPN (n = 212)

5a

0.692 (0.392, 0.992)

p,0.001

Q = 5.5; p = 0.243; I2 = 26.7

31

PPDFU (n = 162) versus
DPN (n = 325)

5e

0.625 (0.323, 0.927)

p,0.001

Q = 7.3; p = 0.123; I2 = 44.9

36

PPDFU (n = 109) versus
DPN (n = 198)

4f2

0.670 (0.273, 1.066)

p = 0.001

Q = 5.2; p = 0.157; I2 = 42.5

21

PPDFU (n = 79) versus
DPN (n = 54)

3b

0.719 (0.197, 1.242)

p = 0.007

Q = 3.6; p = 0.165; I2 = 44.4

8

Outcome measure

Comparison

Overall Peak Plantar
Pressure MPP [N/cm2]

Forefoot PTI [Ns/cm2]

Legend: Random effects model meta-analyses. Effect size is standardised difference of mean values calculated as (DPN – PPDFU). Hence a negative result implies smaller
values for DPN.
a
Rich et al. (2000) excluded because of issues with unit of analysis;
b
Studies included Bacarin, Sauseng and Stess;
c
Analysis of studies with 100% active ulcer group [active ulcer only] (Cavanagh et al Sauseng et al and Brash et al);
d
All studies (n = 8) including Cavanagh and Boulton with SD estimated from linear regression;
d2
Excluding Cavanagh and Boulton with SD estimated from linear regression;
e
Stess et al (1997) excluded due to high level of heterogeneity and inclusion of amputees;
f1
Rich et al and Stess et al excluded due to reasons given above;
f2
Rich et al and Stess et al excluded due to reasons given above;
g
Analysis with history of ulcers only [excluding active ulceration] (Bacarin et al, Boulton et al and Rich et al).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099050.t002

which was consistent with previous studies [42,43]. It was not
possible to adjust our analyses for BMI since individual data was
not available. Therefore all inferences from aggregate data
included in this analysis should be made cautiously.

Discussion
One of the most detrimental complications of both Type 1 and
Type 2 DM is neuropathic foot ulceration [44]. As a majority of

Figure 4. Forest Plot. Forest Plot displaying the Fore Foot Peak Plantar Pressure (MPP) between PPDFU group (cases) and DPN group (control).
Overall effect is represented by the coloured diagonal. Six studies are included in total.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0099050.g004
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neuropathic foot ulcers are likely to form due to mechanical
loading on the insensate foot during locomotion, plantar pressure
is an important biomechanical consideration in the investigation of
the neuropathic foot [14,45,46,47]. This meta-analysis identified
that overall MPP was higher in DPN patients with a history of foot
ulceration compared to those without a history of foot ulceration,
although there was moderate between study heterogeneity. Some
patients included in this meta-analysis had active foot ulcers while
others had a past history of foot ulceration at the time of
assessment. Subgroup analyses revealed only those with previous
ulceration, and not active ulceration, had significantly greater
plantar pressures compared to those with DPN alone, with low
between study heterogeneity. The sample sizes for the sub-group
analyses were however small. PTI was significantly higher in DPN
patients with a history of foot ulceration. Heterogeneity between
studies for this finding was moderate. Sensitivity analyses suggested
that heterogeneity between studies assessing MPP was contributed
to by a number of factors including study quality and reporting.
Secondary outcome data suggested that patients with PPDFU
had higher plantar pressures at the fore foot with moderate
between study heterogeneity. Further analysis involving those with
previous ulceration only and in those with active ulceration only
was not possible. Subgroup analysis was limited by the
demographic information available in studies and the overall
number of studies. Hence this could not be carried out separately
for Type 1 and Type 2 DM, age, BMI, or DM duration. A
sensitivity analysis suggested that heterogeneity was reduced by
excluding studies in which the SD had to be estimated [33,34].
One study included patients with minor pedal amputations which
have been reported to increase plantar pressures and may have
confounded their assessments [48]. Therefore future plantar
pressure studies are recommended to adjust for the role of
amputation or to include those with a previous minor amputation
as a standalone group to determine plantar pressures in this endstage DPN group. Regardless of these limitation, the finding of
elevated fore foot plantar pressures in patients with PPDFU are
consistent with the fact that the majority of DFU are found in the
forefoot region [49]. PTI assessed at the forefoot was also greater
in patients with PPPDFU. Sensitivity and sub-group analyses were
unable to be performed due to the low number of available studies.
Hence further studies are needed to assess the plantar pressure
characteristics of the different anatomical areas of the foot in active
and previous foot ulcer populations.
The MPP of patients with active DFUs was not significantly
higher than controls; yet, the MPP of patients with previous DFUs
was significantly higher. The between study heterogeneity of
factors such as different lengths of time since ulceration and
different characteristics of DFUs included in the individual studies
may have contributed to this result. Small sample sizes were also
present which could have contributed to the non-significant result
in the active DFU group. Bacarin et al. included only patients who
had a previous foot ulcer, and no active ulceration, within the 12
months preceding their examination and this was one of the few
studies which reported no difference in plantar pressures between
the two groups [40]. However, Sauseng and colleagues utilised
active ulcer patients who had a history of at least one ulcer on the
contralateral foot [36]. Armstrong et al. only included patients
who had an existing or recently healed (,4 weeks) plantar foot
ulcer, however the relative number of patients in each category
were not defined and this study was unable to be included in
subgroup analyses [23]. Boulton et al. included participants with a
history of plantar ulcers with neuropathy and painful bilateral
symptoms (paraesthesia, burning, and cramps) and absent ankle
jerks for at least twelve months preceding the study [33]. For Rich
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

et al. we were unable to distinguish demographic characteristics of
the PPDFU and DPN groups from the reported aggregate data
and the authors were unable to provide this information when
requested [38]. Brash et al. studied feet which were ulcerated on
the plantar surface of the first metatarsal head up to 2 years prior
to the study [41]. Stess et al. included 67% of patients with active
ulcers and 26% of those with active ulcers had some form of lower
extremity digital or ray amputation [35]. Ideally, a more
homogenous group of DFU participants are needed to confirm
plantar pressure changes which accompany previous and active
ulceration in those with DPN. Adopting international standard
methods for the non-invasive diagnoses of sensory neuropathy may
increase homogeneity of future studies and could have improved
the homogeneity of this meta-analysis. For example, as identified
in our study, there are currently a range of non-invasive methods
for diagnosing DPN; however, a more anatomically global tool
such as a pressure specific sensory device (PSSD) may provide a
more standardised method for diagnosing sensory neuropathy
[50]. PSSD has been validated as a non-invasive method to detect
sensory neuropathy in a variety of diverse anatomical locations
including the foot [50,51], breast [52] and tongue [53].
Recommendations to standardise non-invasive methods that apply
to a broad range of anatomical locations may assist homogeneity
of a wide variety of studies in the future.
Although heterogeneity is evident between studies, the results of
this meta-analysis seems to suggest that those with DPN and
previous ulceration demonstrate an elevation in plantar pressure
compared to those with DPN and no ulceration history. However,
those with DPN and active ulceration do not demonstrate an
elevation in plantar pressures compared to those with DPN and no
ulceration history. It could be hypothesised that even though those
with active foot ulcers are insensate, they may still alter their
movement characteristics to a ‘guarded gait strategy’ during
barefoot gait to compensate for the presence of their active ulcer,
which in turn may result in a reduction in plantar pressures during
the active ulcer phase. This highlights the possibility of an
alteration in the gait strategy of these individuals during active
ulceration which is contrary to previous findings in the area [12–
14]. Furthermore, it could be postulated that following ulcer
healing, it is likely that this guarded gait strategy diminishes over
time and plantar pressures return to the high levels that may have
either initiated the active ulcer or were experienced during the
phase of any previously healed ulcer. This hypothesis would
support studies indicating that identifying a plantar pressure cutoff value to predict ulceration is plausible. Although this theory is
consistent with the meta-analysis findings, the current evidence is
insufficient to substantiate this hypothesis.
Despite limitations, this meta-analysis supplements the body of
research in the area of plantar pressure in patients with DPN and
offers evidence for differences in plantar pressure between those
with DPN and a history of DFU compared to those with DPN
without an ulcer history. This meta-analysis has a number of key
limitations including the significant between study heterogeneity,
small sample sizes and the lack of available studies. It remains
unclear whether screening patients for elevated plantar pressures
improves patient outcomes.

Conclusion
Whilst the potential feasibility of using plantar pressure as a
screening tool for ulceration remains viable, more explicit studies,
including longitudinal studies involving better defined patient
groups are needed to clarify the extent of plantar pressure difference
throughout the sequelae of peripheral diabetic complications.
8
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Furthermore, while this meta-analysis occurred at an aggregate
level, more prospective studies are needed to investigate the role of
factors such as BMI, age and DM duration which could potentially
influence plantar pressures in those with a history of foot ulcers and
active foot ulcers. The use of plantar pressure as a screening tool
could be supplemented by further understanding the influence that
plantar pressures have in foot ulcer pathogenesis and healing.

This gives guidance as to the level of glycemic control of
participants. Whether the foot structure of participants was
reported- An important consideration in the assessment of plantar
pressure. Whether a history of diabetes foot ulceration or current
diabetes foot ulceration was checked in all participants? Whether
the methods pertaining to plantar pressure capture were reported;
this included the general methods, number of steps, verbal
instructions and number of walking trials- This was to identify
the feasibility for reproducibility of the study using appropriate
methods. Table S2: Plantar pressure distribution. Reported foot plantar pressures and pressure time integrals normalised to
body weight (mean) and (SD). Where multiple results were
reported, the highest value in the PPDFU group was used with the
corresponding value in the control group. For overall peak
pressure, the highest reported MPP and PTI was used, irrespective
of location. aThis study did not report S D therefore the S D were
estimated, the values in brackets indicate estimated S D (please see
manuscript for details of how these were approximated). bThis
study did not report Mean and s.d and in place (IQR) was
reported. cThis study reported findings as number of feet instead of
patients. dThis study reported absolute values for MPP but not for
PTI, therefore the PTI values were estimated from graphs
provided.
(DOCX)
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